
Supply List: 

The OtherSide Quilt™ Pattern
The HuRTy ™ 1 ruler
Rotary Cutter
Standard Cutting Mat
Longer Acrylic Ruler (6” x 24” or similar)
Coordinating or Neutral Thread  
(that blends with overall fabric selection)
Basic Sewing Supplies
Sewing Machine

Fabric Requirements BABY
38˝ × 47˝

THROW
60˝ x 73˝

Background 1¼ yds 2¾ yds
Row 1 Fabric ⅜ yd ⅜ yd
Row 2 Fabric ⅜ yd ¾ yd
Row 3 Fabric ⅜ yd ¾ yd
Row 4 Fabric ⅜ yd ¾ yd
Row 5 Fabric - ¾ yd
Row 6 Fabric - ⅜ yd
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Selecting Fabrics

For Background fabric - solids or tossed prints work well. For Row fabrics - solids or 2-way, 4-way or 
tossed prints work well. If you want to use 1-way prints then double your fabric requirements for that 
row. Note: If you’d like to play with a more scrappy quilt then you’ll need a piece 13˝ high and at least 
7⅛˝ wide! Check out the #theothersidequilt hashtag on Instagram for more ideas!

Pre-work

1. Read the pattern all the way through!
2. Decide on your quilt size - you can choose Baby or Throw for this class.
3. Use one of the Coloring Pages if you’d like to play with fabric and color.
4. Decide on order of fabric for rows
5. Pre-Cut
From row fabrics: Cut into as many 13” x WOF pieces you can cut!
From background cut:

Baby: TWO 13” x WOF pieces ONLY (set aside remaining background fabric)
Throw: FIVE - 13” x WOF pieces ONLY (set aside remaining background fabric)

6. That’s all! Can’t wait to meet you!

Pre-Class Prep

Hello! I’m so excited that you’ll be taking a class with me. You can choose to work on 
either a Baby or Throw The OtherSide Quilt™ in class. Here are a few things that will 
help you prepare for class.








